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RE/MAX OF STUART FOUNDED IN 1980 

 
CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY: 

The Company’s philosophy can be summed up in two words:  SERVICE and PROFESSIONALISM. 

When serving any client or prospect, the Associate will always keep in mind the client’s or prospect’s 

needs. In providing service to a client or prospect, each Associate is expected to provide the RE/MAX 

type of service. Each Associate must reflect the highest standards of integrity, honesty and responsibility 

in dealings with clients, prospects and fellow associates. All support staff must also keep in mind this 

philosophy and assist in presenting a professional, courteous and friendly image to the public. 

 

 

HISTORY 

 
RE/MAX LLC has over 123,000 associates in over 100 countries worldwide!  The company was started 

in 1973 in Denver, Colorado by a brilliant couple named Gail and David Liniger. As you progress in the 

RE/MAX program, you will have the opportunity to attend annual RE/MAX conventions, known as R4 

in Las Vegas, Nevada usually the beginning of March, and will be exposed to the Liniger’s and their 

staff of achievers. This is no ordinary company, and your feeling of pride in associating with the top real 

estate professionals in the country will be enhanced as you cross paths with RE/MAX professionals in 

your daily activity. RE/MAX Mainstreet & MaxCtr provides you with updates online 24 hours a day.  

 

Your Founder/Broker, Mary Ann Villalva (formerly Atkisson), has been in real 

estate since 1974. She started with Wilcox Gallery of Homes in West Palm 

Beach. In 1976, she obtained her Broker’s license and managed the West Palm 

Beach Wilcox office from 1976 to 1978. When her family moved to Stuart in 

1978, she spent a short time (December 1978 to August 1979) with the 

Desantis’ ERA Sewall’s Point office.  Then in August she opened the Wilcox 

Gallery of Homes Stuart office as Vice President and Manager. At the end of her 

first year’s contract (1980), she decided to buy the RE/MAX franchise and go 

into business for herself. In September of 1978 she earned her GRI designation 

and was made a Charter member of CRS in November 1979. In addition, she 

earned her CRB in 1985 and became an Accredited Buyers Representative in 

1996. She has been active with the Realtor Association of Martin County, 

serving as a Director during 1981, Secretary during 1985 and Vice President during 1993, as well as 

numerous committees.  

 

Your President and Broker/Owner, Jennifer Atkisson-Lovett has been in the business since 1995.  She is 

a graduate of Florida State University where she earned 2 bachelor degrees in Marketing and 

International Business.  Jennifer has received her GRI, CRS, SFR, and CLHMS designations.  She also 

had a top producing career in sales before transitioning into Brokerage/Management in 2007.  She has 

earned the Hall of Fame award, the 100% Club several times and the coveted Platinum Club Award in 

2005 from RE/MAX LLC.  In 2003 she received her Brokers license, and in 2004 completed the 

RE/MAX Broker/Owner training in Denver, Colorado.  Jennifer is active at RAMC and as served as 

President two times, Vice President, Secretary/Treasurer, Director, MLS, and Top Producer 
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Committees, Grievance, Strategic Planning & MLS. She was also selected as the REALTOR of the Year 

for 2005.  She was the President of RAMC from 2006-2007, and in 2013-14, and has served on the 

Board of Florida REALTORS as a Director for several years. 

Jennifer also has been named as a RE/MAX Catalyst Broker for LLC in 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2017.  

She led the company to win 2014 Brokerage of the Year for RE/MAX of Florida!  She also has two 

young children and understands the balance of family and work. 

 

 

ETHICS 
 

 

The National Association of Realtors has adopted a Code of Ethics as a standard for its members. In 

short, the members agree to abide by the Golden Rule: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto 

you.”  A copy of the Realtor Code of Ethics is attached to the back of this manual.  All associates are 

responsible to review the Code of Ethics and to abide by all rules that are set forth by NAR & RAMC.  It 

is more desirable to a sales associate to lose a sale than to misrepresent the facts and cause a negative 

reflection upon his/her honesty and integrity. 

 

We do have an Associate Code of Conduct- please see the attached in the back of this manual. 

 

Our office is a member of Martin County REALTORS of the Treasure Coast (MCRTC), and all 

associates should be members of MCRTC Association & MLS.  In addition we are members of the 

Beaches MLS and the SE Florida/JTHS/Miami MLS who wish to join those MLS’s. 

 

 

OFFICE BILLS 
 

Office bills are delivered to Sales Associates between the 24th and the 28th of each month, and we bill in 

arrears so the bill you receive is for the previous month. All office expenses are due when the invoice is 

received. In the event that a bill is not paid within 10 days of receipt of the invoice, a $150.00 late 

penalty is assessed to the Sales Associate.   Please know that failure to pay your office bills in a timely 

manner is considered grounds for termination.  You can pay with a credit card and there is a nominal 

merchant fee. 

 

Annual Increases.  The Broker will do their best to keep costs down and in budget; however Contractor 

acknowledges that the Broker has the right to increase fees when necessary to be in line to cover 

expenses.  Rents and salaries typically increase annually and thus Contractor’s invoices will reflect 

typically a 3% increase.   Contractor agrees to these increases as required by the Broker. 
 

 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS/NAME CHANGE 
 

It is important that all Sales Associates immediately notify the administrative office and manager of any 

change in home address or telephone number. This information is needed to keep the personnel record 

up to date.  We require that we have this information within 24 hours of the change so we can notify 

FREC, RAMC, and RE/MAX.  
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BUYING AND SELLING PROPERTY BY SALES ASSOCIATES 
 

The Company does not object to the Sales Associate buying or selling real estate either as individuals or 

as members of a syndicate.  The Company should be made aware of all such transactions.  State law 

requires that you identify yourself as a licensed Florida salesperson (or Broker-associate) clearly in the 

contract.  Each associate is allowed 1 transaction per year where they can waive their commission for 

their own personal benefit.  They must still pay E & O insurance.  Once that 1 time yearly option is 

used, the agent must pay the 5% to the brokerage.  RE/MAX of Florida as well as the broker-owner are 

entitled to their percentage. In addition, if we waive commission at the closing table and allow it to be 

credited to your benefit; thus not receiving commissions through RE/MAX of Stuart, then the agent will 

be responsible to report that income to the IRS. 

 

 

LEGAL ADVICE AND PROCEDURES 
 

It is this Company’s policy to handle all real estate transactions in accordance with all applicable laws 

and regulations of the state. Any willful violation of any law or regulation is cause for immediate 

dismissal from the Company. In the event that a Sales Associate needs advice on how to handle a 

particular transaction, guidance of the Broker or Manager is available. In addition the Florida 

REALTORS has a FREE Legal Hotline that can offer advice to licensees.  It is important to note that in 

many states, the Real Estate Commission suggests or requires the Sales Associates to advise his/her 

clients that the use of an attorney is a recommended procedure. As outlined in the Independent 

Contractor Agreement, ALL LEGAL EXPENSES OF THE SALES ASSOCIATE ARE NOT THE 

COMPANY’S RESPONSIBILITY. 

Also note that when referring attorneys, inspectors, handymen, mortgage companies, builders, etc. you 

should always give THREE names.  This way it is the customers’ choice of who they select and not 

yours! 

E&O Claims- Note that in the event that you are threatened with legal action, claim or lawsuit you must 

notify the Broker/Owner immediately so we can notify our E&O carrier.  The E&O carrier will assign 

counsel.  The E&O policy has a $2,500 deductible that is the Contractors responsibility to pay as per the 

ICA agreement.  Also note that PHOTO COPYRIGHT Infringement Claims ARE NOT Covered by 

E&O or General Liability policies so do not ever use someone’s photography anywhere without written 

consent from the photo owner.  

 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

It is the responsibility of the company to offer equal opportunity employment to any prospective Sales 

Associate without regard to race, color, sex, religion, familial status, age or national origin. It is the 

responsibility of the sales Associate to offer equal service to all clients without regard to race, color, sex, 

religion, familial status, age or national origin in the purchase, sale, lease, exchange, rental or showing 

of any property.  All associates must follow all Federal Fair Housing Laws. Any non-compliance will 

result in immediate termination.  
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ADVERTISING 
 

All advertising must meet the Truth in Lending requirements as well with FREC Requirements. Only 

property exclusively listed by the Associate or with the permission of another sales person of the 

company will be advertised. Associates have the opportunity to advertise on credit through Company 

approved sources. All other ads and sources are to be on a cash-in-advance basis, unless the Associate 

arranges his/her own credit. Per the Independent Contractor Agreement, the Sales Associates are not 

permitted to obligate the Broker to any charges except when placed through Company approved sources 

(see Chargeable Expenses) or when approved in writing by the Company. All ads will be charged on the 

monthly office billing. 

 

The Sales Associate must charge his/her advertising to their individual account at the Stuart News, Palm 

Beach Post, and all real estate magazines. If the Sales Associate desires to advertise in other 

publications, such as the Wall Street Journal or a magazine, etc., the Associate cannot commit RE/MAX 

to pay those expenses. 

 

RE/MAX permits Sales Associates to run advertisements that include the word “RE/MAX” in those 

types of papers on a C.O.D. basis. The Sales Associate pays for the ad at the time that he/she runs it.  It 

is state law that all ads must clearly state the brokerage name, RE/MAX of Stuart.  Ads must also 

contain the associate’s full name and company number.  You must indicate what type of number you are 

advertising (cell, direct, office, etc.).  

 

RE/MAX LLC prohibits any advertising via print, mail, internet, etc. that promotes discounted 

commissions.   

 

All RE/MAX of Stuart associates are required to participate in the Local Ad Fund that funds TCPalm for 

all of our listings to be online.  The current fee is $25.00 per month, per associate. 

 

 

 

ANSWERING CALLS AND CORRESPONDENCE 
 

It is a generally accepted good business practice to answer calls and correspondence as soon as possible.  

All phone numbers that are used in advertising or that have been forwarded from the office must be 

answered with your full name and RE/MAX of Stuart.  Periodically FREC does random checks from 

signs and ads.  Note that the phone number on your yard signs must be a Broker-Controlled number, i.e. 

your direct line or private line at the office.  This number can be forwarded to your cell for your 

convenience. 

 

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF PRIORITIES 
 

The Administrative Staff, although servicing everyone, receive their directives from Management only. 

The Staff’s priorities are as follows: (1) Answering incoming telephone calls; (2) Greeting customers; 

(3) Sales Contracts; (4) Listings; and (5) Bookkeeping. 
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MLS Processing: The Staff cannot process Listings or Contracts unless all required information is 

completed and all required disclosures are in the app files.  

 

The staff will call you if a fax of a contract or offer is received.  They will not call you for other 

correspondence; Thus if you are expecting a fax, please call the secretaries and notify them.  Please 

remember that the administrative staff is busy answering phones and greeting customers; thus they are 

not available to find things on your desk, or any assistant type tasks.  

 

All office staff, as well as any associate assistants are OFF LIMITS for recruiting by sales associates.  If 

you are approached by staff or someone’s assistant, immediately tell them you cannot talk to them until 

they have permission from management or the manager’s sales associate.  

 

  OFFICE STAFF:  

Deidra Self – Director of Production & Finance- manages staff & 

financials for entire company. 

Valerie Edgerly-- Director of Agent Services & Solutions, Auditing 

and manages Palm City office. 

Keri Burgess-- Director of Agent Development & Marketing, Sales 

Manager for Agents 

  Lynn Bateman –   Director of Hospitality- Stuart, Palm City Sat.       

    

   Sylvia Blazek--  Weekend DOH- Stuart  

 

Dale McCauley- Director of Agent Marketing and Services, billed 

services to agents.    

 

 

CHARGEABLE EXPENSES 
 

The following are the ONLY personal expenses that Sales Associates may charge to the Company for 

future billing to them: The Sales Associate may not charge personal expenses to the Company UNLESS 

THE COMPANY GIVES PERMISSION IN ADVANCE AND IN WRITING. The Company will 

not be obligated for any other expenses, i.e. car phones, pages, house cleaning, appraisals, giveaways, 

handouts, etc. 

 

COMMISSIONS 
 

A. Commissions are paid to the RE/MAX Sales Associate as soon as possible after closing, provided 

that all required documentation for the file, and a check for the total amount of commission due to 

the Company for that transaction have been received. The check must be deposited into the 

Company’s Commission Account before the Associate’s commission is disbursed. The Company 

will issue a RE/MAX commission check to the Sales Associated within two (2) business days after 

the deposit.  We recommend that all agents authorize Direct Deposit, as those commissions will be 

processed first so that they hit your account the next business day once we process the commission. 
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B. In the event that a Sales Associate has fallen behind in paying his/her office bill, the ENTIRE office 

bill is deducted from any commission he/she has earned. 

 

C. In the event that the office file is NOT complete with all required disclosures, etc. then the 

commission will NOT be paid until all documentation is complete in the file. 

 

D. RE/MAX LLC PROHIBITS the advertising of discounted commissions in any form.   

 

E. The commission split amongst the Sales Associates is determined by agreement of the parties.   

 

F. The listing commission versus the selling commission between cooperating offices is determined by 

the agreement between the offices, and the offer of compensation in the MLS.   Although we have an 

office policy that states that all agents must offer at least 2.5% to co-broke offices in MLS. 

 

G. In the event that a Sales Associate opts to receive the earned commission in other than cash, the 5% 

Broker Fee to RE/MAX is due in cash. The value of the items received in lieu of cash is to be 

determined by an independent appraisal. In this case, it is required that the Sales Associate make 

arrangements with Management prior to completing the transaction. 

 

H. Additional Brokerage Commission Fees- In the event that an agent wishes to charge an “Additional 

Brokerage Fee” over and above the commission rate paid in MLS, then that fee must be disclosed in 

the Listing Agreement and Sales Contract to the responsible party PRIOR to going to contract and 

closing.  If the agent charges the fee, then the fee cannot exceed $495 (without approval from 

broker), and RE/MAX of Stuart will retain $100 of the additional brokerage commission fee.  These 

CANNOT be called Transaction Fees, or be co-broked in the MLS, these are Additional Brokerage 

Commission Fees over and above the commissions paid in the MLS.  Agent is responsible to check 

closing statements to ensure Title Company has it properly documented as “Additional Brokerage 

Commission”. 

 

I. Commissions earned and received during one year will be reported the Internal Revenue Service that 

same year. COMMISSIONS EARNED AND RECEIVED DURING ONE YEAR CANNOT BE 

HELD OVER TO THE FOLLOWING YEAR.  THIS IS A VIOLATION OF FEDERAL TAX 

LAWS AS WELL AS A VIOLATION OF RE/MAX REGIONAL RULES AND WILL BE 

GROUNDS FOR TERMINATION.  

 

 

 

CONDUCT WHILE SHOWING OTHER BROKER’S LISTINGS 
 

The RE/MAX Realtor handles him/herself with a professional attitude. Remember, you are only allowed 

there through the courtesy of the cooperating listing broker. Once inside a property, inspect it promptly 

and leave a business card.  Also remember to turn off lights and lock all doors upon exiting.  Another 

broker’s client is not a source for advice, financing information or inclusions. If you need additional 

information, call the listing broker.  
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CONDUCT WHILE SHOWING PROPERTY 
 

Successful Sales Associates respect the owner’s request for appointments before showing property. 

When showing one of our office’s listings, the Associate must coordinate the showing with our Front 

Desk Administrator. When showing another broker’s listing, the Associate is responsible for setting up 

his/her own appointments. If after making an appointment to show a property, the Associate is unable to 

keep the appointment, it is the Associate’s responsibility to contact the listing broker/office to inform 

them. If an appointment has been made and the prospect decides after driving up in front of the house 

that he does not want to go in, the owner must be informed that the appointment will not be kept.  

 

State law requires that only the listed price be quoted to a prospect. 

 

After showing a property, the Associate must notify the listing agent (including RE/MAX associates) to 

give feedback on the property. THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT! 

You should always leave the house as you found it…be sure all doors and windows are locked, lights 

are off (unless you know there is another showing after yours) and ALWAYS LEAVE YOUR 

BUSINESS CARD.  

 

COOPERATING WITH OTHER BROKERS 

 
Complete and total cooperation is given to our fellow REALTOR at all times. It is to both our own and 

our client’s best interest to develop a reputation that will encourage broker participation on all of our 

listings. We encourage equal splits on commissions with our fellow brokers to encourage our fellow 

brokers to sell our listings, and also we require at least 2.5% co-broke to selling agents of our listings. 

 

EARNEST MONEY DEPOSITS 
 

All earnest money deposits are given to the Broker AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND NO LATER 

THAN THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AFTER IT IS RECEIVED FROM THE BUYER, along with 

a copy of the contract, all disclosures and a copy of the listing sold. State law reads that postdated 

checks are NOT acceptable.  

 

It is imperative that sufficient time be allowed for the deposit check to clear the bank. In-state checks 

can take up to seven (7) days, and out-of-state checks take a minimum of 10-14 days. In the event the 

earnest money is in the form of cash, the Sales Associate can get a money order or cashier’s check made 

out to RE/MAX or personally hand deliver the money to the Broker. PLEASE DO NOT ASK FOR 

EXCEPTIONS! 

 

Additional deposits require follow through! The Office Manager/Bookkeeper is to be informed 

that another deposit is due in order to record it in our escrow ledger.   If the additional deposit is 

not received in accordance with the contract, the Buyer is in Default. The seller and the 

cooperating office will automatically be informed by this office UNLESS the Seller gives written 

authority to extend the timeframe.  You must stay on top of your timelines in the contract …the 

contract reads time is of the essence.  You, as the Agent, are fully responsible to follow up on your 

initial and additional deposits….the responsibility does not fall to staff or your assistant as you are 

ultimately responsible. 
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Office policy as of 2009 for additional deposits or deposits upon acceptance- Do NOT put deposit 

due upon acceptance.  If you do then their MUST be a deposit check turned in with the contract 

on the effective date!  This is as per FREC legal hotline.  For additional deposits, please do NOT 

put 5 days, etc.  PLEASE JUST WRITE IN THE DATE, Ex.  By 5/1/2009.  This way we will not 

have any date discrepancies between the buyer, seller & the agents…everyone knows the date that 

the check is due from the beginning. 

 

Earnest money deposits are held in an escrow account until closing. Bookkeeping needs a minimum of 

three ( 3) days notice to get the check/wire for closing. Please notify the office Manager/Bookkeeper, 

using the Request for Escrow Check form. Specify the amount, address of the property and to whom the 

check is to be made payable (i.e. Title Company, Attorney, etc.).  

 

In the event a deal falls through, notice is sent to the office IN WRITING and a Release of Deposit 

form must be signed before the check is returned. In the event the earnest money is forfeited, the 

Broker’s portion is calculated according to the listing agreement.    

 

Note that no escrow deposits will be released on bilateral contracts without a full cancellation and 

release form signed by all parties to the contract.  In the event of an Escrow Dispute, or conflicting 

claims on a deposit you must notify Broker/Owner, Jennifer Atkisson- Lovett ASAP, and also Deidra 

Self.  FREC gives us 15 days from date of last demand to notify them of potential conflicting demands.  

Then within 30 days of the START of the conflicting demands we have to do one of the 3 options…1. 

Parties mediate- they have 90 days to complete, 2. Broker files and EDO (escrow disbursement order) 

from FREC, meaning FREC will determine who gets the $, 3. Broker Interpleads with the courts, which 

is essentially us filing a lawsuit and saying we have no claim to the $ and that we want to be released 

from liability as the escrow agent and thus we are giving the $ to the courts for them to determine who 

gets the $.  Both parties have to hire attorneys and those fees and court costs would come out of the 

deposit.   

 

INTEREST BEARING ESCROW ACCOUNTS: Only with written authority of the Seller and 

Purchaser will such accounts be setup. The minimum deposit must be $10,000.00 with a minimum time 

of ninety (30) days. An IRS form must be filled out and signed by the party receiving the interest. 

 

 

INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
 

As required by your ICA agreement, all associates must have endorsements on their vehicle insurance 

for MAA Inc DBA RE/MAX of Stuart, RE/MAX of Florida & RE/MAX LLC.  Please provide proof of 

the endorsement coverage to the office manager for your personnel file. 

 

All associates are required to pay E & O Insurance on a transactional basis.  The current fee is $40.00 

per transaction.  This will be deducted from your commission.  We hold a $1,000,000 per incident 

policy with a $2,500 deductible.  Also we hold a Cyber Fraud Insurance rider with deductibles that 

range from $5,000-15,000 depending on the incident.  They offer coverage of $250,000 to $1,000,000 

however that amount varies based on the incident.   
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DISCLOSURE TO THE PUBLIC 
 

It is very important that the general public understand that RE/MAX offices are each “independently 

owned and operated.”  It is important that all institutional advertising carry that statement. 

 

 

 

OFFICE LOCATIONS/HOURS/PALM CITY OFFICE 

 
Office hours- Monday –Friday 9-5pm, Saturday 9-4 and Sunday 9-3 (Stuart only)   

The Stuart office is located 729 SE Federal Hwy, Suite 100, Stuart, FL 34994.  The 2nd office location 

at 3341 SW Martin Downs Blvd is an additional location to serve the Palm City Market.  You are 

welcome to meet customers there (during business hours), and/or to have them drop off correspondence 

to you for sake of convenience, BUT the conference rooms and lobby space must first be prioritized & 

utilized for agents who “Office” out of the Palm City location.  Palm City office is open on Saturday 

9am-2pm and closed on Sundays. 

Also there is a Satellite office location for the Flannery Team located at 320 W Ocean Blvd, Stuart, FL 

34994 

 

 

KEYS & PARKING 

 
Agents will only be given an office key to the office in which they “Office.”  You are free to use the 

other offices during business hours within reasonable requests but know that the agents who office at 

that location come first for conference rooms, and services.   

Parking- Agents are NOT to park in Visitor parking as those are reserved in our lease for customers.  

You will be responsible if you are towed by the landlord.  Please park in the 2 hour parking, or in the 

back, or in the parking garage behind the 789 building if you will be in the office all day. 

     

 

KEEPING THE OFFICE IN ORDER 
 

Overall cooperation is requested to help keep the office neat and orderly. It is to our benefit that we, at 

all times, remain efficient and attentive to details.  Please rinse out your cups & dishes and put into the 

dishwasher.  Also be sure you remove your perishable items from the refrigerators. 

 

 

 

NECESSITY FOR COMPLETE OFFICE RECORDS & APP FILES 
 

Copies of ALL letters, inspections, emails, text, and/or disclosures pertaining to real estate transactions, 

whether written by the Sales Associates or others, and copies of all contracts and agreements must be 

kept and placed in appropriate office files by the agent or administrative staff. Since this is the only 

protection that the Company has in the event of a lawsuit, full knowledge of the case is important. 
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Please keep your own contract file in your office and be sure to maintain your records past the closing 

date in the event of litigation.  Florida Statues require FULL and Complete Files on all offers and 

contracts for 5 years from the deposit date.  In the event that closing files are not complete then 

commissions will NOT be paid until the file is fully compliant.  The agents are responsible for uploading 

all documentation of the files into App Files.  

 

In October 2013 RE/MAX of Stuart is beginning the process of going Paperless and will be utilizing a 

program called App Files.  All agents will be required to pay $15/month for this software. 

 

Once a listing is obtained, it is to be uploaded into App Files to the Broker Inbox as a New Listing. It 

will be entered into the MLS, if you haven’t already done so, and assigned a number.  As the Listing 

Agent you are responsible to check all MLS listings for accuracy.  MLS requires listings be entered 

within 24 hours from the date the listing is taken, and we will e-sign the listing agreements and send to 

the sellers with a cover letter thanking them for their business. Any and all changes on listings are to be 

uploaded to App Files as well and fully documented with the sellers’ signature. 

 

 

LICENSING REQUIREMENTS 

 
Continuing Education Hours- please provide Director of Production & Finance with a copy of all CEU 

Credits for your personnel file so that if we are audited we have a record of your license being up to 

date.   

 

KEEPING IN CONTACT WITH THE OFFICE 
 

Effective Sales Associates keep in touch with the office, and notify the Front Desk Administrator where 

they may be reached, how long they expect to be gone and how leads can be directed to them promptly. 

THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT SO THAT THE ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF AND FELLOW 

ASSOCIATES ALWAYS HAVE A CLEAR MEANS OF COMMUNICATION. 

 

 

ABSENCES: Please inform Management of the dates of anticipated absences by the end of the prior 

month so the floor time can be scheduled accordingly. It is important that another associate be left in 

charge of an absentee’s business so no disruption of service to the public shall result. Compensation 

arrangements between associates should be made before leaving and put in writing. It is imperative that 

the Administrative Staff and Management know who is in charge. This also applies to short-term 

absences and illnesses. It is extremely important that the Manager, Administrative Staff and ALL 

Associates know the length of time an Associate is to be away and WHO is responsible for calls, 

showings, etc., so that no misunderstandings arise. 

 

 

FLOOR SCHEDULE 
 

There will be sources of business that no one can account for, such as walk-in customers, internet 

inquiries, blind calls and people that call for our professional help just because they are familiar with the 
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RE/MAX name. There will also be many broker inquiries needing to be handled by our professional 

Sales Associates instead of the Administrative Staff. The general procedure will be as follows:  

 

The office will be open from the hours of 9AM to 5PM Monday through Friday, Saturday 

9:00AM to 4:00PM and Sunday 10AM to 4PM. The Front Desk Administrator will be 

responsible for answering the telephone, directing the calls and scheduling showings. During any 

other time the office voice mail system will take calls. The Front Desk Administrator retrieves 

and distributes these messages the following morning.  

 

The Company utilizes a rotating floor schedule so that each person has the opportunity for floor 

time. This floor time is not mandatory. In the event an Associate is unable to meet this scheduled 

time, it is his/her responsibility to find a replacement and inform the Front Desk Administrator of 

the change.  If the floor agent is a “no show” and does not get the shift covered then they will be 

removed from the floor schedule for the next month. 

 

The Floor Associate handles the unaccounted for prospects and telephone calls, any broker inquiries on 

property of a Sales Associate that is not in the office, or that the Administrative Staff cannot handle. In 

the event that a caller calls on an ad or sign and the Listing Sales Associate is not in the office, the staff 

person or Floor Associate will say, “He/she is on another line; may I have him/her call you back 

immediately?” and will get the prospects’ name and number. Next the floor associate will attempt to 

reach the Listing Associate at home or using any other contact number. IF THE STAFF PERSON OR 

FLOOR ASSOCIATE CANNOT GET A NAME AND NUMBER, OR IF THE PROSPECT 

WISHES TO SEE THE PROPERY IMMEDIATELY AND THE LISTING ASSOCIATE IS NOT 

AVAILABLE, THE FLOOR ASSOCIATE WILL SERVICE THE CUSTOMER; THE 

CUSTOMER BECOMES THE FLOOR ASSOCIATE’S PROSPECT; AND THE FLOOR 

ASSOCIATE PAYS A 10% REFERRAL FEE TO THE LISTING ASSOCIATE IF HE/SHE 

SELLS THE PROSPECT WITHIN ONE YEAR. 

 

The system for handling this situation is to use the RE/MAX Referral Form.  This provides a written 

record of the fact that you have chosen to work with this purchaser and have notified the Listing 

Associate that he/she is entitled to a 10% referral fee in the event a deal is put together. We further 

stated that this 10% protection would be good for ONE FULL YEAR from date of call. The reason for 

this is that the purchaser may be in Florida for a short time. You take them out, show them properties, 

then they return months later and at that time you sell them a property. Therefore, if it is up to one full 

year after the date of the inquiry, the Listing Associate is still entitled to the 10% referral. 

            

Remember that all business that comes in from your activity in securing listings, advertising and placing 

signs is all done at the Listing Associate’s cost. Therefore, when the Floor Associate receives a sign or 

ad inquiry it should be understood that THIS CALL WAS DELIVERED TO RE/MAX BY REASON 

OF A LISTING ASSOCIATE’S TIME, EFFORT AND EXPENSE. Therefore, it is agreed that as 

professionals who are paid for our services, the Listing Associate should have every opportunity to 

receive that prospect. 

 

AD AND SIGN CALLS POLICY: If a prospect calls on two different ads or signs at two different 

times and talks to two different Sales Associates, there is no referral fee to be paid. This is further 

clarification of the existing policy whereas calls are given to the Associate who generated the call. It is 
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the Associate’s responsibility to establish whether the client has been working with another member of 

the firm or is a “cold call.” 

 

PLEASE NOTE: The Floor Associate is to sit at the front desk when the Front Desk Administrator is 

out of the office to ensure that the telephone is heard and the front door is answered.  All agents who 

want floor time must be willing to work weekends as well.  

 

PLEASE NOTE:  You are responsible for checking “IN” and “OUT” at the front desk.  If you are not 

checked “IN” then your calls will be sent to your voicemail. 

 

OFFICE MEETINGS 
 

The Company realizes that one reason so many real estate sales people are successful is because they 

enjoy their independence and are generally self-starters. There are no mandatory company functions. 

However, it is suggested that Sales Associates could benefit by attending bi- monthly sales meetings. 

Office meetings are held each month at MCRTC Auditorium for networking, refreshments, then 

business meeting starts. Meetings should last no longer than 90 minutes.  We will have guest speakers, 

company announcements, and important information for you to build and grow your business. 

 

Office meetings are to be informative, motivating and an opportunity to communicate with fellow 

associates on a positive note. Any personal differences one may have with either Associates or 

Management is NOT to be brought out at a sales meeting. There is no reason to involve other agents. If 

the individuals involved cannot work out the differences themselves, then they should meet with 

Management to discuss it. If you have a problem or question for Management, it will be discussed one-

on-one PRIVATELY with the Manager to ensure the discussion is conducted without distractions.  

When marketing your sellers or buyers, you may promote only listed properties or pocket listings.  We 

do not promote FSBO’s as it takes away from your profits.  

 

 

 

TRADEMARKS 
 

The indiscriminate use of the words “RE/MAX” and “RE/MAX REALTORS” or any combination of 

these could jeopardize our trademark rights. The proper use of our trademark “RE/MAX” is that the 

word must be in all capital letters with a slash (/), and the company name in full is “RE/MAX of Stuart.” 

As per your ICA, you must comply with the most recent RE/MAX International Trademark & 

Advertising Guidelines.  This is available through your broker.  Please see your ICA and also the 

RE/MAX Trademark Guidelines PDF for more information. 

 

 

TERMINATION 
 

In the event that a Sales Associate desires to terminate his/her relationship with the Company, a two-

month written notice is required as per your ICA. If the Sales Associate’s bills and monthly office 

expenses are all current with the Company and paid in full, his/her security deposit will be refunded 

within sixty (60) days.  As per your ICA agreement the Broker can terminate you at any time with or 
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without cause.  If you are up to date on your financial obligations, then we will transfer active listings.   

A transaction processing fee of $400 will be charged to the terminated associate on transactions closed 

after effective date of termination.  If you are not up to date on your finances then we reserve the right to 

hold listings, and deduct from pending transactions to get your financial obligations met. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TRAINING PROGRAM/MOMENTUM/QUEST FOR SUCCESS 
 

Most successful Sales Associates acknowledge the need for a continuing training program in sales, 

motivation and career progression. Every Sales Associate is encouraged to participate as much as 

possible since his/her selling success depends on many of the topics we cover.  

 

RE/MAX of Stuart offers Quest for Success/Momentum training for all associates along with 

customized coaching, accountability and business planning for all associates. 

 

Your broker/managers are also Certified Mentors for Brian Buffini, Tom Ferry & Richard Robbins 

International as well. 

 

The RE/MAX University via ROKU players and/or an APP on your mobile device are of tremendous 

benefit in the ongoing training of Sales Associates, Assistants, etc.  

 

 

VOICE IN MANAGEMENT 
 

One of the most important benefits to both the Broker/Owner and the Sales Associate is the associate’s 

right to participate in the decision making process of the office. This is the right of the Sales Associate 

since he/she will be paying many of the Company’s expenses.  The Broker/Owners thank and welcome 

agents input into the helping build the best company in Martin County.  

 

It is the Broker’s responsibility to make company decisions. Real estate laws in many states indicate that 

the Broker may not contract with a Sales Associate in such a manner as to lose control over that 

individual. Therefore, the Broker/Owner retains final authority to control ethics, conduct, hiring and 

firing, etc., as in all companies. The Company has also established certain minimum standards to which 

all must adhere, such as our policy of one desk and one telephone per person as well as standards 

regarding printing, signs, trademarks, etc. 

          

Management encourages RE/MAX Sales Associates to participate in:  

 

A. SELECTION OF FELLOW SALES ASSOCIATES: All Sales Associates are encouraged to 

participate in our selection process. Sales people are very knowledgeable as to the production, 

background, ethics and attitudes of Sales Associates. Therefore, they know who would and 
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would not make a good addition to the Company. Final decisions are, of course, up to the 

Broker/Owner. 

 

B. COMPANY FUNCTIONS: The sales force is encouraged to participate in determining some 

Company functions, such as sales meetings, caravan tours of new listings, floor schedules, 

training functions, parties, picnics, etc. 

 

C. SURVEYS/AGENT ADVISORY COUNCIL:  We do put together an agent advisory council 

that meets as needed to give the broker/owner guidance on additional services for the office, 

marketing ideas, policy decisions, etc.  There are times when the management needs input from 

the agents and this committee assists the management in making good decisions for the benefit 

of the whole office, and you will see us conduct surveys usually annually to ask for input on 

trainings and services. 

 

D. Please note that whenever a vote is taken a simple majority is all that is needed to pass the 

decision.  This includes advertising, promotional events, and any extra services the agents want.  

These votes are taken at the sales meetings; thus you are encouraged to attend sales meetings 

when possible.  

 

 

 

WHO MAY OBLIGATE THE BROKER 
 

Sales Associates are not authorized to obligate the Company by means of any promise or representation 

unless specifically authorized in writing by the Broker. Only the Broker/Owner can speak for the 

Company. 

 

 

WITHHOLDING TAXES AND SOCIAL SECURITY 
 

The Federal Internal Revenue Service has rules that govern a real estate sales person who is an 

independent contractor. Hence, it is necessary that the Sales Associate report and pay income tax and 

social security as an independent business person. Due to the high earnings of most of our Associates, it 

is recommended that each Sales Associate employ a competent tax consultant. The Company will 

provide each Sales Associate with an annual statement of earnings. The Company does not deduct 

withholding and social security from commissions.  

 

 

RE/MAX REFERRAL SYSTEM 
 

You will find a dramatic change in the quality of the RE/MAX referral system as compared to the 

referrals you have received working with other services. The reason is the high quality of the referring 

Sales Associate being the same as that of our own Associates. Our Associates are constantly surprised 

that the conversion rate of a RE/MAX referral is dramatically higher than other referral services. 

RE/MAX agents go far and beyond to service referrals, as well as to send our high quality referrals.  
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Our RE/MAX referral system is simple. Go to the RE/MAX Main Street (remax.net) web roster of 

RE/MAX offices all around the world. This roster also has a geographical list of areas each RE/MAX 

office services. For Example, RE/MAX Northern Palm Beach is listed as the office covering all the 

communities in Palm Beach County, such as Palm Beach, West Palm Beach, Riviera Beach, Lake Park, 

etc. If you had a customer going to Chicago and wanted marketing assistance for a community or 

adjoining city you would look up “Illinois” and try to find that community and the corresponding 

RE/MAX office that handles that market.  Also be sure to join the RE/MAX Referral Network on 

Facebook as well.  

 

 As previously mentioned, one of the benefits of your RE/MAX career is attending the International 

Conventions. This enhances your referral business because agents from other cities get to know you 

personally.  Just one referral will usually pay for your entire convention.  

 

There is a short referral form (fax, and also you can email directly to the agent via remax.net) to be used 

in following up in writing after you phone in your referral. These forms are self-explanatory. If you have 

a referral to an area where no RE/MAX office is located you may call the RE/MAX 800 number in 

Denver, Colorado and they will assist you with finding an office that will cooperate with RE/MAX 

based on the 20-25% referral fee.  

 

INCOMING RE/MAX REFERRALS: Referrals will go to the Floor Associate, unless a particular 

Sales Associate is requested  

 

INCOMING NON-RE/MAX LETTERS OR CALLS: These go to the Floor Associate to handle 

immediately.  

 

 

FILE CONTENTS 

LISTINGS, OFFERS, LEASES AND CONTRACTS 
 

NOTE: The following items are MANDATORY. Files will be returned if any of the items are missing.   

Also Commissions will NOT be paid until the office file is complete with all required forms.  In 2014 

ALL AGENTS MUST UTILIZE the APP FILES PROGRAM AS WE GO PAPERLESS IN 2014. 

 

 

ALL LISTING FILES MUST HAVE:  

• Original Transaction Broker listing agreement, signed, with dates, price and commission rate 

• Sellers Disclosure form signed (must be filled out by Seller) 

• Signed Seller’s Estimated Expenses form (“Net Sheet”) 

• Seller’s mailing address and telephone number (email if showing notification wanted) 

• MLS Computer Input Sheet completed 

• Showing instructions with legible directions and phone numbers 

• Home Warranty Acceptance or Waiver signed 

• NOTE: Associates are responsible for completing and submitting the Open House Tour Sheet 

prior to the designated cut-off date 

• Cyber Fraud Disclosure signed by seller 
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ALL OFFERS/ MEMORANDA MUST HAVE: 

• Deposit check with address on it and a copy of the check attached 

• Copy of lst 2 pages of offer, with Associate’s name clearly evident 

• IRS Form 1099 for all rentals/leases 

 

ALL CONTRACTS MUST HAVE: 

• Your Sale: deposit check with address on it and a copy of the check attached 

• Your Listing: copy of deposit check 

• Contract signed by both Buyers and Sellers, including all required addenda and riders.  

• Signed Buyer’s Cost Disclosure forms. (closing costs estimate) 

• Signed revised Seller’s Estimated Expense from (“Net Sheet”), if your listing. 

• Copy of MLS Listing on a co-brokered transaction 

• Completed Contract Checklist Form must have “Contract” section completed, including 

cooperating office name, agent name and phone numbers and commission percentage 

• Referral: Include referral agent name, company, address, fee amount and tax ID number 

• MLS Status Report must be completed according to whether the sale is pending or contingent. 

• Home Warranty Acceptance or Waiver Form 

• Signed Cyber Fraud Disclosure 

• Signed Sellers Disclosure Form 

• Company General Disclosure for buyers 

• Any necessary riders such as Condo Riders, Lead Paint, Homeowners Association, etc.  

 

ALL CLOSED SALES MUST HAVE:  

• Complete Pending Sale file, including signed closing statement and CHECK! 

• All closed Rentals must also have the Disbursement Sheet completed. 

• Commission Disbursement form completed.  

 

 

UNASSIGNED OFFICE SPACE POLICY 
 

PURPOSE OF UNASSIGNED OFFICE SPACE: To provide better service to a certain segment of 

the highly experienced, professional Associates of the RE/MAX organization, who prefer to work from 

home.  

 

CONTENTS OF HOME OFFICES: Fully-equipped with computer and modem, fax/scanner, cellular 

phone, access to MLS and voicemail/answering machine system. 

 

RESTRICTIONS ON HOME OFFICES: SALES ASSOCIATES SHOULD NOT SEE CLIENTS IN 

THE HOME OFFICE! In order to maintain the professional image of a RE/MAX Sales Associate, it is 

essential to meet with clients in a professional office. The many issues of security, ethics, liability, 

zoning and professional image all argue against the practice of using one’s residence as a commercial 

property. By law, you are not permitted to meet customers at your home.  You need to meet with them at 

the office or at a specific property. Due to zoning laws, home offices may not be allowed in some areas. 
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IRS REGULATIONS: There may be restrictions, which make a home office ineligible for tax 

deductions. Sales Associates need competent legal advice on such tax matters prior to establishing a 

home office.  

 

REQUIREMENTS BEFORE IMPLEMENTING HOME OFFICES: 

• Unassigned offices must conform to all state, provincial and local laws.  Also you must comply 

with all regulations of state, provincial and local Boards of Realtors. 

• The Broker/Owner has a legal and ethical responsibility to provide and document adequate 

supervision and management for all licensees. This responsibility goes beyond the letter of the 

law and should encompass the spirit of the law. The Broker must institute procedures that clearly 

establish responsible and conscientious supervision of all agents who work primarily off-site. 

 

SUPERVISION PROVIDED BY BROKER/OWNER TO UNASSIGNED ASSOCIATIONS: There 

are several important ways to demonstrate and document your responsible and adequate supervision of 

Unassigned Sales Associates. 

 

• Provide a mail drop at the office for all contracts and other important paperwork. 

• Provide and document periodic meetings and activities for all Sales Associates. 

• Communicate regularly through voice mail, memos and newsletters. 

• Maintain central office functions including accounting, advertising, placement, mail delivery, 

etc. 

• Provide access to all essential office services, ensuring that the Unassigned Associate remains an 

integral member of the office.  

 

ALL QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ABOVE INFORMATION SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO 

JENNIFER ATKISSON-LOVETT, BROKER/OWNER.  ALL OF THE ABOVE 

INFORMATION IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

 

F.R.E.C. GUIDELINES FOR UNLICENSED ASSISTANTS 
 

NOTE: This is a reprint of the Florida Real Estate Commission (FREC) Guidelines (updated 2009) for 

activities that may be performed by an unlicensed employee or personal assistant.  More and more 

agents and brokers are hiring unlicensed employees or personal assistants to help with some of the 

routine tasks involved in real estate transactions. But what exactly may personal assistants and 

unlicensed employees legally do? In general, they may engage in any office activities that are not 

directly related to sales.  More specifically, FREC defined the activities that may be performed by an 

employee or personal assistant who does not hold a real estate license. The rulings, made in December 

1991 and January 1992, are designed to define activities that are legal for an unlicensed assistant. 

 

FREC ruled that the following activities do not require a real estate license and may be performed by an 

unlicensed employee, secretary or assistant: 

 

• Answer the phone and forward calls 

• Fill out and submit listings and changes to any multiple listing service (MLS) 

• Follow-up on loan commitments after a contract has been negotiated and generally secure status 

reports on the loan progress 
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• Assemble documents for closing 

• Secure documents (public information) from courthouses, utility districts, etc. 

• Have keys made for company listings, order surveys, termite inspections, home inspections and 

paperwork for home warranties with the licensed employer’s approval. 

• Write ads from approval of licensee and supervising broker and place advertising(newspaper ads, 

update web sites, social media posts, etc); prepare flyers and promotional information for 

approval by licensee and supervising Broker. 

• Receive, record and deposit earnest money, security deposits and advance rents 

• Only type the contract forms for approval by licensee and supervising broker 

• Monitor licenses and personnel file 

• Compute commission checks 

• Place signs on property 

• Order repairs as directed by the licensee 

• Prepare fliers and promotional information for approval by licensee and supervising broker 

• Act as a Courier to deliver documents and pick up keys 

• Place routine telephone calls on late rent payments 

• Schedule appointments for licensee to show listed property 

• Be present at open houses to provide security, to hand out materials (brochures) and to respond 

to questions that may be answered with objective responses gleaned from pre-printed objective 

information (not subjective comments) 

• Gather information for a comparative market analysis (CMA) and Broker Price Opinions (BPO) 

• Gather information for an appraisal 

• Hand out objective, written information on a listing or rental 

• Drive a customer or client to a listing or rental. However, an unlicensed individual may not 

provide access to an unlisted property for sale or lease. 

• Give a key to a prospect 

Further, FREC ruled: An unlicensed individual MAY NOT negotiate or agree to any commission split 

or referral fee on behalf of a licensee. (This reversed an earlier ruling that had stated this was 

permissible.) 

 

 

RE/MAX POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

PERSONAL ASSISTANTS (NON-LICENSED/INACTIVE) 
 

STATUS OF ASSISTANT: A non-licensed Personal Assistant is an individual who does not hold an 

active real estate license and is employed by a RE/MAX Associate to perform only administrative and 

clerical duties. 

 

If an Assistant desires to activate a real estate license, the Broker/Owner and the employing Associate 

shall be notified. Prior to activating said license, the Assistant will enter into either the Licensed 

Assistant Agreement or the Limited Function Referral Organization (LFRO) Assistant Agreement, 

whichever is applicable.  Note that we do own and operate a separate LFRO called Treasure Coast 

Referral Associates, LLC for referral agents.  See Deidra/office manager for more information. 
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Assistants shall be allowed to work for RE/MAX Associates only when complying with the policies and 

procedures herein. The employing Associate and Assistant shall agree to abide by these policies and 

procedures. 

 

RESTRICTED ACTIVITIES: Assistants and Associates understand and must agree in writing NOT to 

perform any duty, functions activity that requires a real estate license. An Assistant is NOT a member of 

the RE/MAX organization and must agree NEVER to represent himself/herself as such. 

 

EMPLOYMENT STATUS: Regardless of the manner by which an Assistant is compensated, the 

Assistant shall be designated and treated as an employee or independent contractor of the RE/MAX 

Associate. It is expressly understood that no employment agreement will be created or implied between 

the Broker/Owner and an Assistant by imposing these requirements. 

 

ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONS AND COMMUNICATIONS: Assistants shall not initiate any type 

of personal advertising or promotion. The Associate shall direct any and all advertising and promotions. 

The Assistant’s name or photograph may be present in an advertisement and/or promotion only upon 

review and approval by the Associate and the Broker/Owner.  Any business communication by an 

Assistant in any form (oral, written, advertising, promotional pieces, faxes, etc.) must clearly and 

conspicuously state the Assistant works for and is communicating on behalf of the Associate. 

 

REQUIRED AGREEMENTS: The Associate and the Assistant shall execute the Non-Licensed 

Assistant Agreement, indicating the job description, method and amount of compensation, treatment of 

taxes including FICA and insurance. Also, the nature and disposition of any retirement plan all on behalf 

of the Assistant. 

 

SUPERVISION/TERMINATION: The employing Associate shall directly supervise the Assistant and 

must agree that the Broker/Owner shall have the right to terminate the agreement of the Associate and/or 

Assistant under applicable law, or for breach of the Non-Licensed Agreement. 

 

FEES/COST: The employing Associate shall also be responsible for all costs and expenses incurred 

resulting from employment of the Assistant. This includes, but is not limited to salary, payroll taxes, 

errors and omission insurance, worker’s compensation insurance, shared office expenses (if apportioned 

by the Broker/Owner) and any other costs incurred by or on behalf of the Assistant.  The assistant must 

utilize the desk space of the agent they are employed by, and if another desk is required then the 

agent will be charged accordingly.  Management reserves the right to assess charges for assistants in 

the office if necessary…many RE/MAX offices have charges for assistants because they do consume 

coffee, electricity, etc.   

 

OFFICE COURTESY: Associates are asked to remind their Non-Licensed Assistants that while they 

are using the media room, copier, fax, etc., the Associates take FIRST PRIORITY over the Assistant’s 

tasks.  

 

PARKING:  All assistants and administrative staff must park in the parking garage behind the Crary 

Buchanan Building or in the back parking lot.  Agents MUST NOT park in the front of the building or 

any spots designated as Visitor Spots from our landlord. 
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Assistants are requested to use their private lines for all incoming and outgoing personal telephone calls. 

 

Associates and Assistants are reminded that all direct or private lines are company lines and must be 

answered with the full company name, not their individual name. Be Aware: FREC periodically 

monitors these lines for the correct company greeting. 

 

 

 

AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS 
 

Effective July 1, 2003, the Florida Law says that it is presumed that all licensees are operating as 

Transaction Brokers unless a Single Agent or No Brokerage relationship is established, in writing, with 

the customer.  As of July 1, 2008 an agency disclosure form is not required however we ask that 

you still get the Transaction Broker notice signed by all of your customers for your own 

protection.  Our office policy is that we work as Transaction Brokers unless a seller or buyer 

requests a single agency relationship. 

 

Only three types of representation are now available: 

• Single Agent in a fiduciary relationship with buyer or seller; 

• Transaction Broker with limited representation of buyer and/or seller; or 

• No Brokerage Relationship 

 

Transaction Broker duties have been enlarged from “representing the transaction” to “limited 

representation of one or both parties.” 

 

Agency Disclosure forms do not need to be given on commercial transactions, rentals and auctions. 

However, the same agency relationships apply (i.e. no Dual Agency). 

 

 

MULTIPLE OFFER POLICY 
 

If you are the listing agent of a property that is experiencing or you anticipate Multiple Offers then you 

MUST discuss with your sellers their options for Multiple Offers.  HOWEVER it is the Sellers decision 

as to if they want to ask for Highest and Best or if they want to select an offer as it is.  As always you 

should document your communications with the sellers and other brokers.   

We suggest that they disclose to all parties (agents) that “We are in or expect to be in a Multiple Offer 

situation…please submit your highest and best offer, and we will present all offers at the same time to 

the sellers.  The sellers will decide which offer(s) they want to negotiate with or they will accept one 

offer.”   

You want to disclose to all agents so that there is not an advantage of one agent over another.  Please 

remember & remind everyone that there is only one house to sell and multiple offers so there is no way 

to avoid someone losing out on the house. 

 

If you are working with a RE/MAX of Stuart buyer then it is suggested that you disclose to the other 

agents that there is a party who is working with one of our agents.   
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If you have your own buyer then that should be disclosed as well.  In the case that you have your own 

buyer, the other agents may request that the Broker/Manager present the offers to the seller to ensure 

that there are no advantages to you since you have the buyer & the seller as customers. 

 

If your seller wants to counter more than one offer, make the counters verbally and please be careful to 

disclose that whoever responds first in writing to the sellers counter and delivers the contract back to the 

sellers’ agent will get the house.  We suggest that the seller does NOT counter more than one offer 

because this can create a gray area where you may get the contracts back at the same time from 2 

different buyers.   

 

If you are the listing agent and your seller has verbally or in writing countered an offer(s) and then 

receives another offer (prior to hearing back from the first buyers) that is acceptable to your seller, you 

MUST FIRST IN WRITING WITHDRAW/REVOKE THE SELLERS COUNTER TO THE BUYER 

#1 VIA FAX/EMAIL BEFORE YOUR SELLER SIGNS ANOTHER CONTRACT WITH BUYER #2.  

Also you will want to call the original agent(s) to inform them that the seller is hereby revoking their 

counter offer, you have faxed written notification to their office, and the seller is going with another 

contract.  This will ensure that your seller is not obligated to 2 buyers.   

 

Any questions should be directed to your Broker/Owner & Manager.   

 

 

CYBER PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 
 

Due to the nature of the use of the internet and the amount of wide spread 3rd party Phishing scams, theft 

of personal data, wire fraud, and identity theft we have some requirements to safeguard the company and 

yourself against these crimes.  These are requirements for all Sales Associates and Assistants to those 

sales associates who are working on their own private PC’s on RE/MAX of Stuart business… 

 

All Company owned PC’s, networks and servers are protected with the following safeguards and we 

expect you to also maintain your equipment in a safe and responsible manner.   

 

1. Current and up to date Anti-Virus and Anti-Spyware software.  

2. Full Firewall protection on all personally owned PC’s. 

3. Use a password protected WIFI and network while at home or on the road say at a Starbucks or 

Airport. 

4. Update your passwords MONTHLY!  Passwords that utilize letters, numbers and punctuation 

marks are the most secure.  DO NOT use the same combination for multiple programs…say 

gmail, facebook, your online banking, etc. 

5. NEVER send wiring instructions via email to anyone! And let your customers know that you 

will never do so!  That way if they get an email that looks to be from you requesting them to 

wire funds for deposit, and/or closing they will know to STOP and PICK UP THE PHONE TO 

CALL YOU. 

6. You must use 2 factor authentication on your email account, and honesty any account that you 

are conducting RE/MAX of Stuart business on. 
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7. Consider utilizing a @remaxofstuart.com email address from our protected server.  Many 

hackers gain access via gmail, yahoo, etc. by simply guessing passwords based on your birthday, 

kids, anniversary, etc because that information is easy to find online.  

8. All agents are required to provide the Anti-Fraud Disclosure to the buyer and seller on every 

transaction and get signatures. 

9. We do have Cyber-Insurance now, as of 2/2/17, however there are higher deductibles than the 

E&O policies, and they require that these policies stated above are in place to help safe guard our 

company assets/data as well as protect our customers. 

QUESTIONS?  CALL OUR TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIST- DAVID FIGUERO AT 772-286-5244 

OR EMAIL AT DAVID@CNSFL.COM 

 

 

SAFETY PROCEDURES         10/15/14 

RE: AGENT SAFETY ON THE JOB  

Hi everyone, sadly we all heard about what happened to Beverly Carter, the Arkansas REALTOR, who 

was kidnapped and murdered while meeting a customer at a vacant home last month.  Just this weekend 

a California Agent was knocked unconscious and put into a chokehold by a man who was on drugs and 

wanted to break into the home to steal to support his habit.  She was simply opening the lockbox and 

was not with customers at the time.  Scary, Scary, Scary stuff; thus we are making some new safety 

policies in an effort to keep you all safe! 

➢ We ask that you meet customers at the office for the first time you are meeting them.  Please 
do NOT meet customers you do not personally know out on property alone (If you have to meet 
someone unknown to you please see below for Martin County Sheriff REALTOR Standby 
Program). 

➢ When you meet customers for the first time please have them complete the attached Prospect 
Identification Form, and we will require a copy of their driver’s license to be attached to the 
form.  This form should be turned into the receptionist until you arrive back safely to the office, 
and then the form will be given to you.   

➢ Let the receptionist know where you are showing property via the Agent Itinerary Form, either 
addresses or at least general vicinity and when you expect to arrive back to the office by. 

➢ Once you have completed the form and are heading out to look at property please take a photo 
of your customer’s car and tag and email it to the office receptionist.   

➢ “RED FOLDER” Call- What is it and when would you use this code word?   
o The Red Folder call should only be made if you suddenly realize you are in an unsafe 

situation or possibly heading into an unsafe situation.  Call the office and tell the 
receptionist that you need the RED FOLDER off of your desk for the address where you 
are.  Example, “Hi Tina, this is Jennifer and I need the red folder for our new listing in 
Beau Rivage at 123 Florida Avenue.”   

o This will trigger the receptionist to call 911 and explain that we may have an unsafe 
situation occurring.   

o This procedure is much more effective if we have the customer form and a copy of the 
customers tag and can give that information to police. 

➢ New REALTOR Standby Program from The Martin County Sherriff’s office-  When you are 
meeting someone who is unknown to you, or you have a bad or uneasy feeling about a 
customer, then call the Non-Emergency dispatch line 772-220-7170 and ask for a deputy to 
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stand by the showing property address for your safety.  The dispatch code is a “38R”, but if you 
don’t remember the code that is fine just tell the dispatch that you are a REALTOR and are 
requesting a deputy to meet you at a property while you meet with a customer. 

➢ Of course there are other safety measures that you should and can take…such as a self-defense 
course, mace, tasers, safety apps as well.  Please review the Inman News Article that was 
emailed separately to the company. 

We take your safety seriously and want to ensure that we support you in being safe while you be the 

very best agents out there!  We will have signs posted in each office so that customers are put on notice 

that we have policies that require their identification, etc.   

 

 

 

GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE 

 
In 2017 RE/MAX of Stuart launched a group health insurance plan that is available for all Full time 

Sales Associates and for Full time staff.  There is a 30 day waiting period for new hires.  The plans are 

managed by Philip Financial Group, Agents Dwight Philip or Stephen M. Thorstad, and there are 3 

plans to choose from.  All are with Blue Cross Blue Shield.  The participating agent’s premiums will be 

billed to those who on your monthly invoice, and will need to be collected by the 23rd of the month prior 

in order to have coverage for the following month.   The phone number for the agents is 239-461-0001 

and Deidra or Pam can give you more information and applications. 
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